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COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM WITH DIRECT ACCESS MAILBOX

The present invention relates generally to telecommunications systems, and in particular

5 to systems in which a user can elect to leave an audio-visual message directly in the

mailbox of the called subscriber.

Within the field of audio-visual communication, a system may be designed such that a

subscriber (user) can choose not to telephone or make a video call which disturbs another

10 user, but can instead elect to leave a voicemail (or videomail) message which the other

user can collect when convenient. This is particularly useful when it is known that the

other user is likely to want to not be disturbed (for example because it is very late at night)

or because they do- not want to bother the user with a social telephone call during working

hours (or vice versa). However, with this mail facility, it is likely that the owner of the

15 mailbox will want to have control over who is allowed or not allowed to access their

mailbox, and when they are allowed to access it.

PRIOR ART

20 United States Patent No. US 6,215,857 entitled. "System, Method and Apparatus for

Direct Voice Mail Access and Blocking" discloses a telecommunications system in

which a calling subscriber A is able to directly connect with the voice mailbox for a called

subscriber B without disturbing the called subscriber B (this is referred to as DVMA, Direct

Voice Mail Access). Subscriber A indicates his desire to directly connect with the voice

25 mailbox by dialling a prefix (service code) before the telephone number. The prefix is

detected by his local switch and causes it to send an indicator associated with the call in

the Initial Address Message (IAM) (to show that DVMA has been requested) to the

destination switch. This arrangement for Direct Voice Mail Access requires that ISUP

(Integrated Services User Part) signalling protocol is supported in the network down to the

30 local switch.

In addition, in order to give subscriber B control over the direct access to his voice

mailbox, the. DVMA feature can be activated, deactivated or temporarily blocked by

subscriber B dialling the appropriate service codes. Thus, subscriber B can control when

35 direct access to their voice mail is or is not possible for callers. In addition, not all
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subscribers are allowed direct access, and therefore a list is maintained by subscriber B

which identifies the subscribers who are allowed (or not allowed) direct access to the

voice mailbox. This list is generated and maintained by subscriber B, who must dial the

appropriate service codes and directory numbers for the subscribers in order to add or

5 remove numbers from the list.

United States Patent Application published under No. US 2003/0099341 entitled

"Method and System for providing access to a Voice mail System" also discloses a

telecommunications system in which a calling subscriber A is able to directly connect with

10 the voice mailbox for a called subscriber B without disturbing the called subscriber B. In

this system, an intermediary service (a Directory service) is required to provide the

appropriate access numbers - i.e. the number for the voice mail system and the number

for the called party - before the application can set up the call as a "redirected call" with

these as the parameters to send to the voice mail system. Upon receipt of the call, the

15 voice mail system determines, from the information contained in the call, the voice

mailbox of the subscriber B to whom the call is directed. In alternative arrangements,

instead of using the directory service, the call to a specific voice mailbox can be set up

from an icon on a world-wide web page, or in response to an email from a third party.

However, this system provides no means for the called party to control who is allowed

20 direct access to their mailbox.

fti immary OF THE INVENTION

The present invention seeks to provide an improved method and system for direct access

25 to a mailbox for a subscriber.

According to a first aspect of the present invention, there is provided a method of

operating a communications system in which a first user can elect to send an audio-visual

communication directly to a mailbox of a second user, the method comprising the steps of:

30 (a) maintaining a store associated with the second user, the store comprising

entries indicating a plurality of other users who are allowed or not allowed to

send an audio-visual communication directly to the mailbox of the second user;

(b) upon sending of a communication from the second user to any destination

user, automatedly performing a store modification procedure with respect to

35 the entry associated with the destination user;
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(c) upon receiving a request from the first user desiring to send an audio-visual

communication directly to the mailbox of the second user:

checking the store to determine whether the first user is allowed to send an

audio-visual communication directly to the mailbox of the second user; and

5 accordingly allowing or not allowing the communication to the mailbox.

This invention therefore relates to a system in which a user can elect to send audio-visual

communications directly (i.e. without ringing or disturbing the called party) to a maHbox of,

another user, such as for example a telephone or video call which would otherwise be

10 directly connected to allow the users to converse. In order to help determine whether a

call is from a user who is allowed to connect directly to the mailbox, a store is maintained

which comprises entries indicating a plurality of those other users. This store might

comprise, for example, a list of telephone numbers of only those users who are allowed to

access the mailbox, or could alternatively comprise a list of numbers giving both allowed

15^ and non-allowed callers. Whilst regular telephone numbers (e.g. according to the

}

International Telecommunication Union standard ITU-T E.164) are used in the specific

,

embodiments, it is understood that the entries could comprise any suitable indicator

•

^
associated with a user or device which they use. When an incoming request is received

^ indicating that a user desires to send an audio-visual communication directly to the

20 mailbox, the store is checked to see whether that user is allowed and the communication

is accordingly accepted or refused.

In order to update the store, when a communication is sent from the second user to any

destination user, the system automatedly performing a store modification procedure (i.e. it

25 follows a predefined set of rules stored in the system) with respect to the entry associated

with the destination user. The store modification procedure may comprise adding into the

store an entry (such as the telephone number) associated with the destination user (i.e. it

is understood here that it may be the case that there was previously no entry at all for this

user in the store), or alternatively modifying or deleting an entry already present.

30

The step in (b) according to the first aspect of the invention, of sending a communication

to any destination user (for example, the second user making a phonecall) may comprise

associating with the communication a signal caused by the second user. This signal

indicates whether or not the destination user will be allowed to send an audio-visual

35 communication directly to the mailbox of the second user. Thus, for example, the user
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may prefix the dialled telephone number with extra digits to indicate explicitly in a

convenient way whether or not they want the user they are calling to have direct access to

their mailbox.

5 The store modification procedure may comprise:

detecting a signal associated with the communication that indicates whether or

not the destination user is to be allowed to send audio-visual communications directly to

the mailbox; and
.

performing subsequent steps in the store modification procedure on the bas.s of

10 that signal.

This aspect conveniently allows the (communications system to detect any signals

indicating whether the destination user for that particular communication should m the

future be allowed to have direct access to the mailbox (e.g. the signal might be a prefix

dialled by the second user or a button pressed on a window-based graphical interface to

15 indicate the use^s preferences), and the system can act accordingly on the basis of that

signal to modrfy the store (for example, by adding or deleting telephone numbers from the

store).

The signal may conveniently comprise an inhibition signal which indicates that the second

20 user does not want the destination user to be allowed to send audio-visual

oommunications directly to the mailbox; and the subsequent steps in the store

modification procedure comprises inhibiting any amendment of the store. In this case, the

user is able to indicate that the person they are calling should not be allowed to have

direct access to their mailbox, and the store modification procedure in this particular case

25 will not involve amending the store (e.g. where the number forthe called user is not in the

store, then it will not be added into the store).

According to a second embodiment of the invention, there is provided a communications

system in which a first user can elect to send an audio-visual communication d.rectly to a

30 mailbox of a second user, the system comprising:

(a) a store associated with the second user, the store comprising entries indicating

a plurality of other users who are allowed or not allowed to send an aud.o^

visual communication directly to the mailbox of the second user;

(b) a device associated with the second user, the device being arranged to send a

35 communication from the second user to any destination user, and upon such
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sending the device being further arranged to automatedly perform a store

modification procedure with respect to the entry associated with the destination

user; and

(c) the system being arranged, upon receiving a request from the first user

5 desiring to send an audio-visual communication directly to the mailbox of the

second user, to check the store to determine whether the first user is allowed

to send an audio-visual communication directly to the mailbox of the second

user; and the system accordingly allowing or not allowing the communication to

the mailbox.

10 •

According to a third aspect of the invention, there is provided a method of controlling the

access a calling party has to the communications message store of a called party, the

method comprising the following steps: determining the identity of the calling party;

. determining from one or more stored records of identities associated with the

15 v. communications store, if the identity of the calling party is an identity entitled to have direct

i access to the communications message store, wherein each of said one or more stored
i

records is associated automatically with the identity of a party previously called by the

called party; and if the identity of the calling party is not associated in any one of said

«<,. stored records, preventing the calling party from storing a communications message in

20 said communications message store.

In one embodiment, the communications message store is a multi-media communications

mail-box.

25 In one embodiment, each stored record contains information identifying the party

previously called by the called party which was captured automatically while on-ward

connecting a call from the called party to the party.

The aspects of the invention may be combined with each other and/or with any of the

30 features set out in the above embodiments of the invention and in the accompanying

dependent claims in any suitable manner apparent to those skilled in the art.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
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a i ndina of the present invention, specific embodiments will now be

For a better understanding of tne prese
numerals refer to

described with reference to the accompanying drawings, in wh.ch l>ke num

like features, and in which:

5 F,gure1
s.owsa^^.oraWprocdur.forsen.nga—cabon direcfiy to

Fig^2 shmra Schematic view of a first system suitable for sending a communication

10

£T« snows a schematic view of a system suite* for autemaficaliy updafing a

r^rCLofaseco. procedure forau—„ upd,ng a datebaaa

w CreC^owc.ar.foraseccndP^^sen.nga—^
iondiracdy

Z:T^7L^ - of a second system su^le for sending a—rrrX-re for send, a—n dl^y to

directly to the mailbox of a user.

25 a firs, user (A, of a communicator devrce 2 can dec. to

commumcafions dev,ce P <

(psTN) via ,

In a—«£££ oompdel a mu,«p«y of exchanges

dWal local exchange (DUE) 3 The P
^ ^^ 2

30 as is conventionally known ,n the art but for clan* » ^ ^
DUE 4. The Local~ »* - l

4

^::rrentdeviceS conneotedto

passes a-*ted~
addWona, functionality, pace ft. control a,

rpr,:r:rzt ---— -—

—

6 ,n
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the specific arrangement illustrated in Figure 2, a messaging application 6 is provided as

part of the Intelligent Network, and connected to database 7 containing caller profiles.

User B is able to make telephone or video calls to the PSTN network via a second device,

5 which in the specific embodiment is a personal computer 8. The computer is connected to

• data network 9 (e.g, the Internet), and is able to break out calls to the PSTN network via a

VoIP (Voice over Internet Protocol) gateway 10 connected to Local Exchange 4.

User A can elect to send an audio-visual communication directly to the mailbox of user B,

10 and the procedure is as follows: In step S1, user A decides they would like to leave a

voice mail message for user B and uses telephone 2 to dial a three digit prefix [171]

followed by the telephone number [01473 64321 0] they would usually dial to reach user B.

The digits are collected by Local Exchange 3 as they are dialled. In step S2, Local

Exchange 3 recognises the three dialled digits of the prefix which indicate that this is a

15 direct mailbox access (DMA) call, and triggers automatically to the Intelligent Network

(IN). At this stage, the subsequent digits dialled by user A are still being collected by the

Exchange and are therefore not available for sending to the IN. However, the calling line

identifier (CLI) for device 2 used by user A is known by the Exchange 3 at this stage, and

K this CLI is relayed to the Intelligent Network together with an indication that this caller is

20 requesting direct access to a mailbox. The Intelligent Network messaging application

stores the CLI for calling party A for later use.

In step S3, Local Exchange 3 continues to process the call as normal. It removes the

three prefixed digits, and directs the call to the appropriate terminating Exchange 4 which

25 is identified as serving the called party (user B). At the terminating Exchange 4, a trigger

has been set based on the destination line for user B so that all calls to this line trigger

automatically to the Intelligent Network, step S4, in this case relaying both the calling party

and called party CLIs. In step S5, control has been passed to the Intelligent Network, in

which the IN messaging application 6 compares the identity of the calling party with the

30 CLI recorded earlier, to determine whether this caller has requested direct access to the

mailbox. If so, then at step S6, the messaging application consults the contents of

database 7 to determine whether this caller is allowed direct access to the mailbox of user

B.
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in the specific embodiment, database 7 is a store which hoids a list of caller profiles. This

comprises a list of entries which identify a number of users who are allowed direct access

to the mailbox of user B, and the system performs step S6 by checking that the CLI for the

calling party is present in this database list. However, the database may additional*

5 include entries associated with users who are not allowed direct access to the ma.lbox, or

a more complicated series of entries giving specie dates / times when direct access to

the mailbox is allowed for various users. In these cases the procedure for checking

whether direct access is allowed would vary according to the format of the information

stored in the database

10

,„ the specific embodiment, the entries in the database relate to the standard telephone

numbers associated with the users, since these can be easily be compared ageing the

caning line IdenWers presented by the current se^ice. However, it is understoodMM any

outer suttable IdenMraeon ratena associated with the users or the devtees wfc* the

15 use could be stored instead (tor example, if needed to support other network types), such

as IP (internet protocol) addresses or SIP (session initiation protocol) addresses.

the message application 6 deterges by consul database 7 that use,A is allowed

direct access to the mailbox o, user B, then a. step S7 the IN messaging app ca*o

20 redirects the call to the approbate mail platform 11, and user A Is allowed to leave a

voioemall message In the mailbox 1 1 a on the platform.

If when the database is consulted at step 86, ft is determined that user A is not (at the

present time) allowed direct access to fte mailbox of user B, then

25 application directs the call to an Ml (Interactive Voice Response) platform where, und r

fte control of the Intelligent Network, an appropriate recorded message ,s played to

indicate that the service is not available", and fte call is torn down.

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate an associated procedure and communication system in which

30 the act of user 6 sending a communication to any destination user causes an automatic

^IteprooeduretobeperformedforftedatebaseTofcallerprCles.

ran be any device suitable for sending audio and/or visual communirattons to other users,

and in this particular example it comprises a personal computer of the type conventionally

known in the art. On the computer 8, a software communication dent operates for

35 managing fte communications made by user B. For example this software client allows
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user B to initiate VoIP (voice over Internet Protocol) to VoIP calls, or VoIP to PSTN calls, it

contains an address book, maintains a record of all incoming and outgoing calls, operates

internet call waiting, and allows the user to control their communications via a graphical

user interface.

5

In step S10, user'B decides that they would like to communicate with another user, and

uses the software client to initiate the call, which can be in one of a various number of

ways. For example, the user may select from an address book presented via the

graphical user interface, after which the software client will automatically dial the correct

10 number to connect to the selected user. Alternatively the user may choose to input the

number themselves using the keyboard of the computer or an IP phone keypad. As a

further option, instead of user B utilising the facilities (e.g. a microphone / video camera)

of the computer to make the call, they may choose to use the computer as a third party to

set up a call for them between their chosen telephone and the destination user, in which

15 case the software client will control the simultaneous dialling of both numbers and then

,
connect them together for the call. In any event, whenever user B makes an outgoing

call, the software client captures the identifier for the destination user and sends the

>v
details over the internet to database 7 to perform an automatic update procedure, step

S11.

20

In step S12, the software client then processes the call as normal. In this case it involves

calling a PSTN user so the. call is directed to the VOIP gateway 10 to access the PSTN

network. In step S13, the call progresses as a typical PSTN call from Local Exchange 4

to destination Exchange 3. At step S14 the call is finally directed to communication device

25 1 2 (for example, a telephone) of the destination user C.

It is understood that the software client is designed to operate in step S11 with regard to

capture of the numbers and update of the database 7 according to a predefined set of

rules. For the procedure of Figure 3, the rules specify that all outgoing called numbers are

30 automatically updated onto the database to indicate users who are allowed direct access

to the mailbox of user B. However, other predefined rules are possible according to user

requirements, and an. alternative procedure is shown in Figure 5, in which much of the

procedure is identical to Figure 3, but step S11 has been expanded to show additional

procedural steps.

35
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In step S10, user B utilises the software client to Initiate the cell to the destination user as

hefore In step S11a, the software client checks for a signal associated w«h the call, wk*

indicates whether or not the destination user is to be allowed .0 send direct marlbox

access (DMA) calls. If there such a signal, then the software Cent detenmme

5 according to b predefined rute set how * should update the database on the baas of that

signal slap 811b, TW» signal may have been generated, for example, by the useW a button on the graphfca, user interface to Indicate explidfiy ft* they do no

want the parson they are catling 10 have direct access to their mailbox. MmMr. the

user may ohocse to enter a prefix for the call using the Keyboard or IP phone Key ad

10 before entente remaining digfc for fte call. Any ofthese methods onuses a

be associated with the call the user is making, which the software Can. ,s able to detect

and a* on accordingly. In this case, fine client can be programmed to perform a number of

oZt including 0, to no. mod«y fine database 00 .0 check to see tf-a ktentrfed user >

a ready in fte datebase as en allowed user and delete mair entty P> to ensure there ,s an

,5 entry in fine datebase which indicates the,* user is no. allowed direct access to .he

mailbox.

After performing the relevaht database modificafion procedure (which may, of ceurse, no.

ZZL, actual amendment .o the database a ftis user is no. .c be added, me sottware

20 c"ien.ften processes fte call as nomra, through steps S12-S14 as descnbed for F,gure 3.

Even if a. step 81 1a the client determines .here is no signal associated wfth fte call, I. will

Two,* through fa predefined set of datebase median rates (step S11C wh,ch

determine whether o, no. it will amehd the datebase according to user preferences.

25

,n addttlon a web appllcafion is provided which allows the user of computer 8 to remotely

cl one datebase 7 over Una interne. In order to maintein and u^ate .heir dire* caiter

preferences. Thus, users can manually amend datebase entnes a, any bme « the web

application, to indicate those callers who the, do or do not wan. .0 have d,rec, access to

30 their mail box.

Whilst Ffcure 2 showed a first example of a system in which a first user can send an

audio-visua, communication directly to the maiibox of a second user, figure 7 shows a

attemative arrangemeh. of a system in v*ich .his can also ba performed. Figures 6 and 7

35 show a second embodiment of a procedure and communication system 20 In wh,oh a firs.
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user (A) of a communication device 2 can elect to send an audio-visual communication

directly to a mailbox 21a of a second user (B). User A's telephone 2 is connected in a
i

conventional manner to a public switched telephone network (PSTN) via a digital local

exchange (DLE) 23. The PSTN network comprises a multiplicity of exchanges as is

5 conventionally known in the art, but for clarity only one other is illustrated in Figure 7, DLE

24.

In step S20, user A decides they would like to leave a voice mail message for user B and

uses telephone 2 to dial a three digit prefix [171] followed by the telephone number [01473

10 643210] they would usually dial to reach user B. The digits are collected by Local

Exchange 23 as they are dialled. In step S21, Local Exchange 23 recognises the 171 as

a prefix, strips the subsequent 0, and routes the call to destination Exchange 24 on the

basis of the digits 171 1473. In this embodiment, the network has been designed with a

numbering system in which calls are allowed to have a special routing prefix 171. This

15 identifies the call as a DMA call, but the call will be routed to the same DLE as the original

code would be (i.e. dialling 171 01473 ... will cause the call to be routed to the same DLE

as dialling 01473 ...). The call is routed to the destination exchange together with the

calling party (A)'s CLI.

20 At the destination Exchange 24, the 171 prefix is recognised as indicating a DMA call. The

DLE 24 determines (from locally held data) which mail platform serves the called party,

and routes the call to a mail platform 21 (step S22) together with the calling party CLI and

the prefix to indicate that the call is a DMA call. At the mail platform, the called party CLI

is checked to determine whether DMA is allowed at all for that user (step S23). If so, the

25 platform accesses the contents of database 7 over a data network 9 to determine whether

the calling party (user A) is allowed direct access to the mailbox of user B (step S24). As

described earlier, database 7 is a store which holds a list of caller profiles, including

entries which indicate a plurality of users who are allowed or not allowed to send an

audio-visual communication directly to the mailbox of B. If the mail platform determines

30 that user A is allowed direct access to the mailbox of user B, then at step S25 user A is

allowed to leave a voicemail message in mailbox 21a of the mail platform.

If, at step S22 the terminating Exchange 24 cannot identify a mail platform for the called

party, it deduces that the called party has not subscribed to a mail service, plays an

35 appropriate recorded message to indicate that "the service is not available", and the call is
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o- . . if thP mail Platform determines at step S23 that user B does not

torn down. Similarly, if the mail piatrorm

,. * 11 «r Q» ctPD S24 that user A is not one of tne users auuwcu

currently allow DMA calls at all, or at step mm u&
currently *.

available" message is played, and the

direct access to the mailbox, the the service

call is torn down.

5
_ at ^hnu/ed first and second examples respectively of systems in

* n a first user (A) of a communication device 2 can eieci to ae.

10 in which a first user w °i «
telephone 2 is

ejected n a convene
^comprises a multiplicity of exchanges

r.—
15 DUE 34.

,„ steo S30 user A decides they would Ilka to leave a voloe mail message for user B and

local instance of mail platform 31 ,
together with the caning party CLI.

50 88 10 ^6"c dviaanysuitablenewodceuch as the daia n*ork9' shown ,n

platforms can* wherever an exchange

30 preferred local instance of the mail platform.

i .atfnrm 31 the 171 prefix is recognised as indicating a DMA call, and the

letherthis party has^^"Z^Z^
35 the platform then accesses database 7 via the network
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(1473 642022) with the database entries to determine whether the calling party (user A)

is allowed direct access to the mailbox of user B (step S33). As described earlier,

database 7 is a store which holds a list of caller profiles, including entries which indicate a

plurality of users who are allowed or not allowed to send an audio-visual communication

5 directly to the mailbox of B. In this embodiment the database 7 is accessible to the mail

platforms via network 9', and is accessible to the software client of computer 8 via the

internet 9 to enable updating to be performed. If, at step S33, the mail platform determines

that user A is allowed direct access to the mailbox of user B, then at step S34 user A is

allowed to leave a voicemail message in mailbox 31a of the mail platform.

10

If, at step S32 the mail platform determines that the called party has not subscribed to the

direct mailbox access service then the platform plays an appropriate recorded message to

indicate that "the service is not available", and the call is torn down. Similarly, if the mail

platform determines at step S33 that user B does not allow DMA calls from user A then

1 5 the "the service is not available" message is played, and the call is torn down.

c In the specific embodiments, it is when user B makes an outgoing phone call that triggers

an update to the database. However, it is understood that the outgoing communication is

not restricted only to telephone calls, but could instead be any appropriate type of

20 communication. For example, the user might make a video-call, a direct mailbox access

call or send an SMS message to any user who they were happy to have on their list of

allowed callers. Thus, an entry associated with the user would be entered into the store

and any future direct deposit calls from that user would be allowed.

25 In the specific embodiments, when direct mailbox access (DMA) calls are desired, the

user A is described as dialling the prefix plus the full PSTN telephone number (171 01473

643210), i.e. including the "area telephone code" 01473. However, it is understood that

this is not essential, since users in the same area can simply dial the shortened version

without the "area telephone code" (i.e. dial 171 643210 only). Then,- in the system of

30 Figure 2, when destination Exchange 4 triggers to the Intelligent Network it will relay the

full number for the called party, i.e. the CLI in a "normalised format" (e.g. 1473 643210).

It is understood that the use of the prefix "171" throughout this description is just one

example of a possible array of digits which may be used to indicate that a user has
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elected to send an audio-visual communication directly to the mailbox of a second user.

This prefix could equal* be replaced by an, other array of digits, or suitable s,8nal

It is understood that whilst the database described in the specific embodiments is

5 represented as a single entity, this could in practice comprise any suitable arrangement of

one or more databases which co-operate together to store the user proftes „ a

convenient and accessible manner.
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CLAIMS

1. A method of operating a communications system in which a first user can elect to

send an audio-visual communication directly to a mailbox of a second user, the

5 method comprising the steps of:

(a) maintaining a store associated with the second user, the store comprising

entries indicating a plurality of other users who are allowed or not allowed to

send an audio-visual communication directly to the mailbox of the second user;

(b) upon sending of a communication from the second user to any destination

10 user, automatedly performing a store modification procedure with respect to

the entry associated with the destination user;

(c) upon receiving a request from the first user desiring to send an audio-visual

communication directly to the mailbox of the second user

checking the store to determine whether the first user is allowed to send an

15 audio-visual communication directly to the mailbox of the second user; and

accordingly allowing or not allowing the communication to the mailbox.

2. A method according to claim 1 , in which the store modification procedure

comprises adding into the store an entry associated with the destination user.

20

3. A method according to claim 1 or 2, in which the step in (b) of sending a

communication from the second user to any destination user comprises

associating with the communication a signal caused by the second user, the signal

indicating whether or not the destination user is allowed to send an audio-visual

25 communication directly to the mailbox of the second user.

4. A method according to any preceding claim, in which the store modification

procedure comprises:

detecting a signal associated with the communication that indicates

30 whether the destination user is to be allowed to send audio-visual communications

directly to the mailbox; and

performing subsequent steps in the store modification procedure on the

basis of that signal.
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A method according to claim 3 or 4, in which the signal comprises an inhib.t,on

signal which indicates that the second user does not want the destination user to

be allowed to send audio-visual communications directly to the mailbox; and the

subsequent steps in the store modification procedure comprises inhibiting any

amendment of the store.

A method according to any preceding claim, further comprising the step of using a

web application to remotely access and modify the store

A communications system in which a first user can elect to send an audio-visual

communication directly to a mailbox of a second user, the system compns.ng:

(a) a store associated with the second user, the store comprising entries ind.cat.ng

a plurality of other users who are allowed or not allowed to send an aud.o-

visual communication directly to the mailbox of the second user,

(b) a device associated with the second user, the device being arranged to send a

communication from the second user to any destination user, and upon such

sending the device being further arranged to automatedly perform a store

modification procedure with respect to the entry associated with the destination

user; and

(c) the system being/arranged, upon receiving a request from the first user

desiring to send an audio-visual communication directly to the mailbox of the

second user, to check the store to determine whether the first user is allowed

to send an audio-visual communication directly to the mailbox of the second

user; and the system accordingly allowing or not allowing the communication to

25 the mailbox.

A system according to claim 7, in which the store modification procedure

comprises adding into the store an entry associated with the destination user.

A system according to claim 7 or 8, in which the device in (b) is arranged, when

sending a communication from the second user to any destination, to associate

with the communication a signal caused by the second user, the signal indicating

whether or not the destination user is allowed to send an audio-v.sual

communication directly to the mailbox of the second user.

35
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10. A system according to any of claims 7 to 9, in which the store, modification

procedure comprises: •

detecting a signal associated with the communication that indicates

whether the destination user is to be allowed to send audio-visual communications

5 directly to the mailbox; and

performing subsequent steps in the store modification procedure on the

basis of that signal.

11. A system according to claim 9 or 10, in which the signal comprises an inhibition

10 signal which indicates that the second user does not want the destination user to

be allowed to send audio-visual communications directly to the mailbox; and the

subsequent steps in the store modification procedure comprises inhibiting any

amendment of the store.

15.. 12. A system according to any of claims 7 to 11, further comprising a web application

arranged to allow a user to remotely access and modify the store.

.., 13. A storage medium carrying computer readable code representing instructions for

causing one or more processors to perform the method according to any of claims

20 1 to 6, or to operate as the system according to any of claims 7 to 12, when the

instructions are executed by the processor or processors.

14. A computer program comprising instructions for causing one or more processors

to perform the method according to any of claims 1 to 6, or to operate as the

25 system according to any of claims 7 to 12, when the instructions are executed by

the processor or processors.

15. A computer data signal embodied in a carrier wave and representing instructions

for causing one or more processors to perform the method according to any of

30 claims 1 to 6, or to operate as the system according to any of claims 7 to 12, when

the instructions are executed by the processor or processors.

16. A method of controlling the access a calling party has to the communications

message store of a called party, the method comprising the following steps:

35 determining the identity of the calling party;
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determining from one or mors stored records ofM. «-*-«»

£

5 Ca"edTJU of the ca,«ng part, !s no. assodatod in an, one o, said sto,ad

records/pl*gL Pan. *-» **• '—~ "^
communications message store.

„ 17. A mriM as daimed In dalm 16, wherein said communications message store h

a multi-media communications mail-box.

18 A method as claimed hi an, one of claims 16 or 17. wherein each stored record

Itains—n ,den«,ng the pad, prevtoust, called h, the^
15 capered automaton, while onward connect a call from the called part, to the part,.
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Figure 5:
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Figure 8:
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